ADVANCE THE EMPOWERMENT OF
SOUTH ASIAN YOUTH.
Approximately one quarter of the South Asian population in the United States is under the age of 18.i
South Asian youth often face unique issues in the United States that are often overlooked by
members in the community and by policymakers at the local, state, and federal levels.
Many South Asian youth, particularly those who come from low-income families or are recent
immigrants, are in need of academic preparation, employment training, leadership development, and
safe spaces within schools. In addition, limited English proficient (LEP) South Asian students
struggle to academically succeed without appropriate bilingual assistance, and, following 9/11, many
South Asian students have experienced bias and discrimination in the classroom. For undocumented
youth, additional obstacles arise in terms of attaining affordable higher education and interacting with
immigration enforcement officials who enter schools to apprehend students lacking immigration status.
Programs and policies that address these issues must be developed in consultation with students, parents,
schools, and community organizations in order to meet the growing needs of young South Asians.

Primary and Secondary Education
Challenges Facing Limited English Proficient
South Asian Students Many South Asian students
are unable to obtain a meaningful education due to
inadequate resources for limited English proficient
(LEP) students. In New Jersey, for example, South
Asian students are now among the top ten ethnic
groups with the highest LEP enrollment rates
statewide.ii Studies have shown that the lack of
bilingual education instruction at schools can lead
to a number of consequences for LEP students
including poor academic performance; incorrect
placement in special education classes; inability to
form friendships with peers; lack of preparation for
higher education; and lack of requisite skills to
obtain employment.iii
In addition, many LEP students find themselves
falling behind their classmates without appropriate
instruction and trained teachers. Yet, across the
country, teacher shortages are most severe in
subjects beneficial to LEP students, including
bilingual, English as a Second Language, and
foreign language courses.iv

Cultural Barriers Between South Asian Parents
and Schools Compounding the difficulties that
students face in the classroom is the breakdown of
communication between teachers and parents of
South Asian students. Many immigrants coming to
the United States were educated in school systems
that are markedly different from what their children
experience.v School administrators and teachers in
@41(:5@10&@-@1?;2@1:.1851B15@5?@41<->1:@?I
>1?<;:?5.585@E@;.11:3-3105:@415>/4580>1:I?
education but fail to acknowledge and learn about
the cultural differences that exist.vi Due to such
barriers, parents often refrain from becoming
5:B;8B105:@415>/4580>1:I?10A/-@5;:-81D<1>51:/1?
In addition, due to linguistic and cultural
differences, immigrant parents are often not
informed of important school issues, including
parent-teacher conferences, examinations, and
disciplinary procedures. In order to ensure that all
South Asian students and parents are engaged, it
would help significantly to have South Asian
teachers and other school staff to whom they can
relate.
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Discrimination and Law Enforcement in the
Classroom For many South Asian youth,
classrooms are often not the safe spaces that they
should be. This is due to harassment motivated by a
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education options.xii
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commit certain infractions.xiii
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punitive measures and even
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York study found that 51% of
disciplinary problems.xiv Zero
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tolerance disciplinary codes have
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of color and the most vulnerable
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South Asian children often
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the classroom and mistreatment
by school teachers and
administrators because of their
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on South Asian Immigrant Youth,
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Ensure access to education that is cognizant of the
needs of LEP students.
 Federal and state education agencies should
increase funding for bilingual education
programs that assist LEP South Asian students.
 State and local education agencies should obtain
bilingual education materials in South Asian
languages that can be incorporated into
classroom curricula.
 State and local education agencies should
provide technical assistance and trainings on
cultural, linguistic, and immigration experiences
in conjunction with local South Asian
community-based organizations to teachers and
school districts with LEP South Asian student
populations.
 Schools, in consultation with South Asian
community-based organizations, leaders and
advocates, should recruit and train teachers who
speak South Asian languages.
 Schools should train all teachers to understand
the needs of South Asian LEP students and to
work in multicultural environments.
 Federal and state education agencies should
ensure that mandated standardized exams used
to ascertain school performance accommodate
the needs of LEP students, regardless of how
long they are in the United States.
 State education agencies should develop
accountability mechanisms to ensure that
funding for English as a second language and
bilingual education programs are used for such
programs.
 Schools should promote peer tutoring programs
among South Asian students that involve
activities that foster language learning skills.
 State education agencies should conduct
assessments through state education agencies to
understand the needs of LEP South Asian
students.
 Federal and state education agencies, as well as
the U.S. Census Bureau, should expand data
collection efforts on LEP students.
Ensure communication between schools and
South Asian parents who are LEP and/or recent
immigrants.
 State and local education agencies should
develop programs encouraging South Asian
parents, particularly those who are LEP or
recent immigrants, to be involved in their
/4580>1:I?10A/-@5;:
 Schools in areas with significant South Asian
populations should provide translated notices
about school activities, such as parent-teacher
conferences, in South Asian languages.



Schools should recruit South Asian teachers and
education staff to facilitate communication
between parents and educators.
State and local education agencies should utilize
community organizations and ethnic media to
reach out to South Asian parents about
important school-related information.

Ensure that classrooms are safe spaces free from
discrimination and harassment.
 State and local education and civil rights
agencies should institute educational training
programs, and technical assistance to school
districts on harassment and bias-based bullying.
 Federal, state, and local education and civil
rights agencies should outreach to South Asian
community members on anti-discrimination and
bias-based bullying.
 State education agencies should develop
educational curricula that promote cultural
understanding in the classroom and incorporate
the cultural and historical experiences of South
Asian communities and faiths.
 Federal and state education and civil rights
agencies should provide Know Your Rights
resources in South Asian languages for students
and parents about their rights when they
confront bias and discrimination in the
classroom.
 Schools should recruit South Asian case
managers to provide counseling support for
victims of bias and discrimination in the
classroom.
Ensure that classrooms are safe spaces free from
police presence and immigration enforcement.
 State legislatures as well state and local
10A/-@5;:-31:/51??4;A801?@-.85?4G59953>-:@
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other school staff are prohibited from inquiring
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grounds.
 Law enforcement agencies should train police
officers in public schools on South Asian
cultures and faiths.
 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) as
well as schools should ensure that immigration
enforcement will not seek out students who may
be undocumented in the classroom setting.
 Schools, law enforcement, and ICE should put
safeguards in place to ensure that personal
information about students is not shared.
 Schools should involve students, parents,
teachers, and South Asian community-based
organizations in the development and evaluation
of classroom safety programs.
 Federal, state, and local education and civil
rights agencies should provide Know your
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Rights resources in South Asian languages for
students harassed by law enforcement or
immigration authorities.
Ensure access and resources to higher education.
 Congress should enact legislation, such as the
DREAM Act, that allows students lacking
immigration status to legalize their status.
 Congress and state legislatures should enact
legislation allowing students lacking
immigration status to be eligible for higher
education at public colleges and universities at
in-state tuition rates.
 State legislatures and universities should
promote scholarships and tuition assistance for
low-income South Asian students.
 Congress should support the designation of
higher educational institutions that serve
minority students, including South Asians, to
receive federal and state funding.
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